Empirical models for estimating properties of developed composite material from agro waste
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ABSTRACT

Study was carried out to develop an empirical models for estimating the properties of developed composite material from agro waste (sawdust and palm kernel shell). The properties of the produced composite materials from agro waste obtained in previous experimental investigation were used to determine empirical model for hardness, yield strength, ultimate tensile strength, modulus of elasticity; modulus of rupture, internal bond strength, density, thickness swelling and water absorption. The values obtained from the empirical models were found to compare favourably with the experimental values. The mean percentage error were determined to be -0.02167% (hardness), -0.462167% (yield strength), -0.03625 (ultimate tensile strength), -0.01045% (modulus of elasticity), -0.044057% (modulus of rupture), 0.001033% (internal bond strength), 0.2153% (density), 0.5277% (thickness swelling) and 0.1365% (water absorption). These values were insignificant and below the maximum recommended error of 10%. These model performance were therefore found to be satisfactory and show good predictability.
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INTRODUCTION

In the past twenty years, materials research and development (R&D) has shifted from monolithic to composite materials, adjusting to the global need for reduced weight, low cost, quality, and high performance in structural materials. The demand for new materials with higher specifications led to the concept of combining different materials in an integral-composite one. Such composite materials result in performance that cannot be attained by the individual constituents. An additional advantage is that composite offer flexibility in design.

A lot of researchers have developed models for estimating properties of composite. Chunping et al. carried out a study aimed to model fundamental bonding characteristics and performance of wood composite. In their work, a mathematical model and a computer simulation model were developed to predict the variation of inter-element (strand) contact during mat consolidation. The mathematical predictions and the computer simulations agree well with each other. Their results showed that the relationship between the inter-element contact and the mat density was highly nonlinear and was significantly affected by the wood density and the element thickness. Certain mechanical properties of composite panels were observed by Harless et al. to depend on the density variations that occur through the panel thickness. They then proposed an analytical tool to predict density profile as a function of the manufacturing processes. A multilayer description of the density and moisture gradients resulting from the felting process provided input for the model. Inputs for the pressing process included platen temperature and press closing rate. The model they developed simulated the physical and mechanical processes that occur in the press and mat system. Carldon and Matunana constructed a response
surface model using a Box-Behnken design to statistically model and optimize the material compositions-processing conditions-mechanical property relationships of formaldehyde-free wood composite panels. Three levels of binding agent content, pressing time, and press temperature were studied and regression models were developed to describe and optimize the statistically effects of the formulation and processing conditions on the mechanical properties of the panels. They observed that linear models best fit both the modulus of rupture (MOR) and internal bond (IB) strength of the panels. Flexural stiffness (modulus of elasticity (MOE)) was best described by a quadratic regression model.

The development of a two-dimensional mathematically model to describe the internal conditions during the hot-compression of wood-based composite panels was carried out by Zombori et al.[6]. Five primary variables were considered during the model development air content, vapor content, bound water content, and temperature within the mat, and the extent of the cure of the adhesive system characterized by the cure index. The mathematical model they developed predicted temperature, moisture content, partial air and vapor pressures, total pressure, relative humidity and extent of adhesive cure within the mat structure under a typical hot-compression process. Adeyemi and Adeyemi,7 developed empirical formulas, based on the diffusion model and the drying data (i.e. moisture ratios, with drying times) of the composite from sawdust were computed and presented for various curing temperature and at different percentages of hardener resin addition. There were a number of studies on moisture transfer modeling of wood, but no systematic study for moisture transfer in board with respect to usage or storage8. The physical parameters of four kinds of composite boards were determined by them in this study. The unsteady-state diffusion coefficients and surface emission coefficients of moisture in boards were separated in one experimental period by using the method of linear regression. Then the moisture transfer processes in board were analyzed by using Finite Element Method (FEM), and the moisture absorption processes of four kinds of boards were observed experimentally. By comparing the computed results with the experimental results, it showed that the error was within 10%. Therefore, they came to the conclusion that the processes of moisture transfer in board can be described by using FEM. kruse et al,9 set out to develop a model for the production process of composite by using regression analyses to estimate the prediction quality of process models. They found that, when considering parameters solely under the viewpoint of statistical requirements, the resulting process models turn out too optimistic. Therefore, creating process models requires a pre-selection of process parameters under a technological point of view in order to reduce their number to a level commensurate with a meaningful statistical calculation. They concluded that process models developed in this way allowed the prediction of Internal Bond(IB). IB proved to be determined primarily by the particle dimensions of the core, resin pH, particle MC, production speed, and various hot-press parameters.

Repeatedly altering a commercial composite board manufacturing process to produce a predetermined properties was observed to be undesirable from economic and production standpoints [4,10]. There also seems to be lack of an empirical model to predict properties of composite materials from agro waste in particular composite from sawdust and palm kernel shell combination. This study therefore focuses of the development of empirical model making use of previously obtained experimental data to estimate properties of produced composite material from agro waste(sawdust and palm kernel shell). This models it is hoped will help and serve as a guide for researchers, industrialist and small-scale manufacturers involved in composite material production.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Materials
Sawdust from mahogany and palm kernel shell used to produced the composite material were obtained from Benin City, Edo State, Nigeria, while urea formaldehyde was used as binder.

Method
Composite material production
The palm kernel shell was ground to

Granules using Jaw crushing machine. The palm kernel shell granules and sawdust were first air dried in the sun and latter transferred separately to an electric oven and dried at 105°C. It was continuously monitored until moisture content of about 4±0.2% was obtained. The sawdust and ground palm kernel shell were screened separately with sieves of appropriate size to particle size of 300µm diameters using vibrating sieve machine. Urea formaldehyde was prepared by mixing thoroughly with water in ratio 3.5:1 parts, before being mixed with appropriate percentage of saw dust/palm kernel shell mixture as shown in the experimental design for the production of composite material in Table 1 [10]. The panels to be produced was with particle size of 300µm and Urea formaldehyde binder concentration of 20% of the oven dry weight of agro waste [10,11]. The prepared binder was then blended with the weighted sawdust to palm kernel shell in appropriate proportion to ensure an efficient and proper coating of the agro waste with the binder. The mixture was later poured into a mould measuring of 330 x 110 x 30mm and hot pressed at a temperature of 200°C and a pressure of 26.5 kg/cm². Composite panel was produced according to the ratio in Table 1. The test pieces were exposed for four days (96 hours) in an air conditioned room at a temperature of 20 ± 3°C and relative humidity of 65 ± 1% to obtain constant weight [12].

The Composite materials were evaluated for the following properties: thickness swelling (24hr immersion), water absorption (24hr immersion), modulus of rupture, modulus of elasticity, hardness, density, yield strength and ultimate tensile strength and Internal bond according to European Norm (EN) specifications [13,14,15].

Model Formulation: In this work all empirical model was developed using the values obtained from previous experimental investigation for composite material properties [10]. The empirical model was used to predict the properties of the composite material taking the inputs as percentage sawdust composition and percentage palm kernel shell composition respectively. The empirical model was developed using "MATHEMATICAL PRODUCT" software program expressing the outputs in the quadratic form as shown in Equation 1

\[
\text{Output} = a_0 + a_1x + a_2x^2 + a_3y + a_4y^2
\]  

...(1)

Where the input are as follows: x and y are sawdust composition and palm kernel shell composition in percentages respectively and \(a_0, a_1, a_2, a_3, a_4\) are constants.

The outputs are as follow: hardness (HRc), yield strength (N/mm²), ultimate tensile strength (N/mm²), modulus of elasticity (N/mm²), modulus of rupture (N/mm²), internal bond strength (N/mm²), density (Kg/m³), thickness swelling (%) and water absorption (%) respectively.

Percentage Error
The percentage error was determined using Equation 2

\[
\text{Percentage error} = \left(\frac{\text{measured value} - \text{predicted value}}{\text{measured value}}\right) \times 100
\]  

...(2)

The assumptions made in this model are as follows
1. The composite was of sawdust and palm kernel
2. The test binder was Urea formaldehyde applied at a concentrations of 20% (percentage of oven dry weight of agro waste) throughout the study.
3. Only agro waste (sawdust and palm kernel shell) particle size of 300µm was used.
4. All the composite production parameters were kept constant except composite agro waste constituent(sawdust and palm kernel)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Developed empirical model
The empirical models developed are as shown in Equations 3 -11. They are as follow:

Hardness = -19.7016 – 0.344849x - 0.00511875x² + 0.076577y - 0.00125447y²

...(3)

Yield strength = -1.01189 + 0.006555x - 0.0000584226x² + 0.0680746y - 0.0043363y²

...(4)

Ultimate tensile strength = -1.56324 + 0.0114774x - 0.0000353483x² + 0.0964542y + 0.000354991y²

...(5)

Modulus of elasticity = 741.366 + 6.99665x
Fig. 1: Palm kernel shell loading (%) against composite hardness Experimental (E) and Predicted (P) values

Fig. 2: Palm kernel shell loading (%) against composite yield strength Experimental (E) and Predicted (P) values

Fig. 3: Palm kernel shell loading (%) against composite ultimate tensile strength Experimental (E) and Predicted (P) values
Fig. 4: Palm kernel shell loading (%) against composite Modulus of elasticity Experimental (E) and Predicted (P) values

Fig. 6: Palm kernel shell loading (%) against composite Internal bond strength Experimental (E) and Predicted (P) values
Fig. 7: Palm kernel shell loading (%) against composite density Experimental (E) and Predicted (P) values

Fig. 8: Palm kernel shell loading (%) against composite thickness swelling Experimental (E) and Predicted (P) values

Fig. 9: Palm kernel shell loading (%) against composite water absorption Experimental (E) and Predicted (P) values
Accuracy and validity of model

The model was validated by comparing the predicted values with experimental values. The predicted values were found to compare favourably with experimental values (see Fig. 1-9). The mean percentage error determined using Eqn. 2 were found to be -0.02167% (hardness), -0.062167% (yield strength), -0.03625 (ultimate tensile strength), -0.01045% (modulus of elasticity), -0.044057% (modulus of rupture), 0.001033% (internal bond strength), 0.2153% (density), 0.5277% (thickness swelling), and 0.1365% (water absorption) respectively. These values are insignificant and below the maximum error of 10% proposed by Liping and Deku [8]. These values were therefore found to be satisfactory and show good predictability of the model. The empirical model developed is reasonably accurate to predict properties of composite material from agro waste and will serve as useful guide for researchers, industrialists, and small-scale materials manufacturers.

CONCLUSION

The empirical model developed are reasonably accurate to estimate mechanical and physical properties of composite material from agro waste (sawdust and palm kernel shell). The model performance were found to be satisfactory and show good predictability. The empirical models and software developed using visual basics for computing predicted composite materials properties from model will be useful and serve as guide for researchers, industrialists, and small-scale materials manufacturers.
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